The first-principles nonlocal atomic pseudopotentials previously derived from the densityfunctional formalism are applied in a self-consistent study of the electronic properties of bulk Mo. Using a mixed-basis representation for the crystalline wave functions, both the localized and the extended features of the electronic states are efficiently described. We show that by use of a completely nonempirical approach the basic electronic properties of the system, such as the band structure, density of states, charge density, and Fermi surface, are favorably reproduced within the pseudopotential formalism.
I. INTRODUCTION The pseudopotential method which has been successfully applied to the study of electronic and structural properties of many nontransition-metal systems, ' has recently been extended to transition metals. ' ' This case is more difficult in general 'because of the inadequacy of perturbative approaches to the strong transition-metal core pseudopotentials, the inefficiency of a plane-wave basis set for describing the localized features of the d-wave functions, and the pronounced orbital nonlocality of the pseudopotentials. In addition, an empirical pararnetrization of the bare-ion potential has been largely inhibited by the incompleteness of the measured single-valence electron term value spectra of transition metals.
Despite the difficulties, non-self-consistent empirical pseudopotential calculations have been carried out on a number of transition metals ' by fitting the observed optical reflectivity of the bulk solids.
Although generally good agreement is obtained with the experimental spectra and Fermi surface, the underlying pseudopotentials are only partially successful when transferred to study the electronic properties of phases which are substantially different from the reference system used for fitting the potential (i.e. , the bulk elemental solid). This results from the fact that in the empirical approach both the core pseudopotential and the (dynamic) valence screening fields (interelectronic Coulomb and exchange) are combined together to a charge-density independent form V, , (G) which in turn is adjusted to fit some bulk properties. As no attempt is made to feed back the variational crystal charge density into-V, mv(G), the latter cannot effectively describe the charge relaxation in systems different from the reference one.
Recently, ' " we have presented a new class of nonlocal atomic pseudopotentials for the first five rows of the Periodic Table, which are selfconsistently derived from the density-functional representation" to the all-electron system. These pseudopotentials involve no (prefixed or adjustable) parameters other than the atomic number. In their derivation, no. fitting to either atomic or solid-state experimental data is needed. Instead, they are obtained by a direct inversion of the density-functional effective single-particle equation pertaining to a pseudo atom characterized by local-density Coulomb and exchange-correlation interaction and the (yet unspecified) nonlocal static external field VI(r) The pseu. -dopotential VI(r) is then solved for under the constraints that: (i) the ground-state valence energy eigenvalue spectra of the pseudo atom be identical to that of the all-electron atom characterized by the same form of density functionals and (ii) the wavefunction pseudizing process is described by a unitary rotation in the subspace of occupied all-electron ("true") orbitals, g"&(r), i.e. , the pseudo wave functions X"I(r) are given as a linear combination of both core and valence functions P"1(r) with coefficients C"'". These rotation coefficients are then fixed by requiring that the pseudo wave functions be (a) nodeless for each of the lowest solutions of every symmetry, (b) normalized, and (c) have the maximum similarity possible under conditions (a) and (b) to the "exact" all-electron density-functional wave functions P"I(r) in. the valence region. When additional degrees of freedom are available (e.g., systems
.having more than one core orbital) an additional minimum radial kinetic energy constraint is imposed.
The reader is referred to previous articles' " for the detailed discussion of the choice of this physical model. This approach not only assures that both the energies and the wave functions of the pseudo Hamiltonian closely resemble the corresponding all-electron results for the reference ground-state atom, but also results in a very small energy dependence of the pseudopotential: when a ground-state first-principles pseudopotential is applied to calculate electronic properties of excited species (having very different wave functions 20 '581 1979 The American Physical Society and energies) good agreement (-10 s Hartrees) with all-electron results is found over a large range of excitation energies. We have recently applied these pseudopotentials to study phase stabilities of binary solids' and to electronic properties of semiconductors. "
In contrast to the semiempirical pseudopotential approach, 6' the first-principles pseudopotential method does not assume any ansatz form for VI(r). In turn, its shape both in the core and the valence regions is automatically determined (numerically) by the maximum similarity and minimum kinetic energy constraints. We find that these potentials are strongly repulsive in the core regions, quantitatively reflecting the effects of the replacement of the radial nodes in the all-electron wave functions by nodeless, smooth maximum-similarity pseudo wave functions. We find in fact that this repulsiveness, as reflected in the occurrence of zero-energy turning points rI of the screened pseudopotentials [where VI(r) =0], scales with the generalized l-dependent electronegativity of the atom and provides a remarkably accurate phase separation of both octet and suboctet binary systems. '4 This small r repulsiveness in general produces crystal wave functions that do not lend themselves to a rapidly convergent Fourier representation. ' In some simple applications to bulk Si, " and to diatomic molecules such as 02, " and Si2, " we find in fact that these high-momentum components of the wave functions are indeed needed for an adequate representation of the charge anisotropy in the bond region. Using a Gaussian -plane-wave mixedbasis representation ' to the crystalline wave functions, both the localized and the extended features of the electronic states are accurately described. The differences between the semiempirical and the first-principles pseudopotentials in the core region might at first seem irrelevant to the properties of the valence electrons. They are however related to the important energy dependence of the pseudopotentials. When used in self-consistent field calculations for systems other than those used for fixing the potential (e.g. , ground-state atom) the "softness" of the model semiempirical potentials in the core regions allows a flow of excess valence charge into the core region, where the underlying frozen core pseudopotential description is least valid. Hence,~hereas the model potential well describes (by definition) the reference system used for its construction, it is implicitly energy dependent in that its description of perturbed systems (e.g. , excited atoms, molecules, etc.) gets progressively poorer as the perturbing energy increases. In contrast, the repulsiveness of the firstprinciples potentials in the core regions allows only minor penetration of the valence states into the core region via low-probability tunneling, resulting thereby in a very small energy dependence. This point is further illustrated belo~.
In this paper we present the results for the band structure, density of states, Fermi surface, and charge density for bcc molybdenum using the first-principles pseudopotential.
Using the mixed-basis representation, the angular-momentum nonlocality of the pseudopotentials is taken into account in a simple manner. As the calculation is carried out in reciprocal space, the conventional muffin-tin approximation to the charge density and potential is 
where C&+o and D"" (k) are the expansion coefficients determined variationally. The LCAO Bloch function tp"(k, r) is constructed from the p, th basis function on sublattice n as tP"~(k, r) =N ' ' X. e 'd~( r -R"TN), (-2) (1) and (4) ], the matrix representation of the potential (6) is very easily evaluated. '9 The element between two localized Bloch functions is
where, (k+6 I W(r) I k+6') = (k+6 I VL+ Vcog(+ V"+ V~"I k+G') SoG, + (k+6 I VNLI k+G')
The first matrix element is obtained by first representing the screening field VL+ Vc,"l+ V"+ V""in a Fourier series [by fast Fourier transforming33 V"(r), V "(r), and p(r) and obtaining Vc,"((Q) as p(Q)/I Q2I] while the off-diagonal second element is obtained by analyzing the plane waves I k+6 ) in a partial wave and Bessel series (k+6 IvNLI k+6') = Xs (6 -6') X(2I+1)P((cosIIG 6')F((k+G, k+G ') To obtain a density of states, the lowest ten energy bands were calculated for 35 independent k points in (14) were obtained using a fast Fourier transformation.
N is the number of grid points. The number of grid points R was then increased by a factor of 64 to a mesh of 32 768 points. Interpolated values for e" (k) are found by an inverse Fourier transformation on the large mesh setting C&R =0 on the additional points. The rms error of this interpolation scheme is less than 0.1 eV for all bands except at crossing points~here the error can be of the order of 0.2 eV.
In Table IV Fig. 4 , we used an energy channel width of 0.1 eV. The Fermi energy eF is found from the integrated density of states N(.) = J D(. ') d. ', (16) using the criterion N(eF) = Z", where Z" is the number of (valence) electrons per atom (Z"=6 in the case of molybdenum).
The calculated density of states is shown in Fig. 4 .
Three main structures are observed below the Fermi energy and two peaks with 2 eV above E~. These are compared in Table V with the available photoemission data.
' The peaks at -3.96, -2.92, and -1.67 eV are very close to the high-symmetry points N'2 (d~-type), P4 (d~+ +~-type), and I'25 (d~+ +~-type) while the doublet observed above has been identified as a surface resonance state.
The reflectivity spectra of Mo has been previously obtained by a few workers. These include the study of Kirilova et al. 42 in the energy range below 4.9 eV, Kapitsa et al. (1. 4~e~ll eV), Veal and Pauli- kas'" (0.5~e~6 eV) and Weaver et al. ' (0.1 & e & 35 eV) . No detailed analysis of these results is intended here. Instead, we will only comment on the assignment suggested by Weaver et al. 4' based on the muffin-tin non-self-consistent band structures available at that time.
Based on systematic comparisons with the spectra which strongly hybridize with states of p symmetry along the I -% direction. This is clearly seen at the N~point [ Fig. 7(b) ] which constitutes a pure p state which delocalizes over most of the unit cell and similar states along the D and X directions (not shown).
The total valence pseudo charge density of Mo is shown in Fig. 8 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The first-principles nonlocal pseudopotential method is shown to provide an accurate representation of the bulk electronic properties of molybdenum.
. Within this approach, the band structure, the density 0 
